
Executive summary:
Even as Industry 4.0 promises to transform industries worldwide with digital processes, 
competitive organizations continue to focus on a simple goal: optimizing production 
processes. Luckily, digital processes don’t have to be complex to transform industry. And 
not every company has to blaze a new and unique trail to benefit from digital technology.

This paper outlines a pragmatic, effective approach to maximize the performance and 
predictability of assets across industrial operations. It demonstrates how to conduct 
asset performance management (APM) by focusing on three dimensions: business 
context, asset condition and organizational capability.
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The promise of Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 promises to finally make operations fully 
predictable by networking machines, people and systems 
across the manufacturing value chain. By monitoring and 
measuring the performance of operational equipment, 
future factories will generate the data that operators need 
to iterate and improve processes, maximize production 
and further improve efficiency.

Expectations for this transformation are high, and 
with good reason. The networked factory in the age 
of Industry 4.0 primarily runs itself, requiring only a 
few engineers to monitor operations and troubleshoot 
failures. Moreover, the Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIoT) dissolves the boundaries between individual 
factories, connecting multiple production locations and 
streamlining operational management.

As Industry 4.0 proceeds, we might even develop 
self-sufficient machines that heal themselves, and 
each other, without human intervention. But already 
production assets can respond to their own current 
state in predictable ways. Moreover, peer-to-peer 
comparisons and systematic data analysis enhance the 
accuracy of reports on asset health at both the system 
and component level. All this accurate data gives 
management teams not just condition monitoring or 
fault diagnoses, but actionable insights they can use to 
improve predictability and sustainability.

Business strategy and Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 has seen improvements in asset 
maintenance, inventory optimization, interoperability, 
and worker health and safety. McKinsey predicts that 
Industry 4.0 capabilities such as predictive alerts have 
the potential to reduce downtime between 30 to 50 
percent. Meanwhile, automation capabilities can boost 
labor productivity by 40 to 50 percent.

Nevertheless, BCG notes that even though many 
manufacturers are looking to use Industry 4.0 
technology to improve equipment maintenance or 
worker health and safety, few of them realize it can also 
develop new revenue streams. Digital transformation 
tends to focus on optimizing productivity instead of 
applying a comprehensive business strategy.

The most reliable way to predict 
the future is to create it.

Successful digital transformation 
reaches beyond technology.

Watch the video

Where should a comprehensive 
digital transformation strategy start?

Watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXamfnWe6QQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXamfnWe6QQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXamfnWe6QQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMS3KKhc9h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXamfnWe6QQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXamfnWe6QQ&feature=youtu.be
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Large capital expenditures on new technology 
– like digital transformation efforts – confront 
several challenges: 

 y The large amount of cash required for the 
investment delays additional investment 
opportunities.

 y Determining future capacity needs for software 
depends on error-prone guesswork.

 y Budget approvals require lengthy and arduous 
processes.

 y Purchased technologies often stay with the 
company – even as technological capabilities 
and company needs change.

For these reasons, CFOs are shifting away 
from capital expenditures and instead adopting 
operational spending models. These allow 
companies to:

 y Pay only for the capacity they need now and 
scale as requirements change.

 y Simplify and accelerate the approval process 
with fewer short-term spending requirements.

 y Reduce large upfront expenditures, freeing  
up capital to make multiple investments across 
the business.

 y Refrain from borrowing or diverting financing 
from other projects to pay for large, upfront 
technology costs.

 y Smooth out cash flows over time instead 
of requiring lumpy outlays that may impact 
financial reporting and the market.

 y Adapt to fast-paced advancements in Industry 
4.0 technology.

Shifting software investment from CAPEX to OPEX
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Holistic digital transformation
True digital transformation requires a holistic approach 
to asset performance. Companies must shift their focus 
away from specific technologies and instead work on 
connecting assets, people, processes and technology.

The critical first step in laying that interconnected 
foundation is building the right asset performance 
management (APM) strategy. An APM strategy 
should support business objectives and the overall 
business strategy. Creating such a strategy requires 
understanding an organization’s general level of 
capability. Done correctly, digital transformation 
catalyzes business.

APM insight in three dimensions
Effective APM systematically charts a diverse range of 
processes and demonstrates how they contribute to an 
organization. It determines how reliable and complete 
operational data is. It also considers whether both work 
culture and the efficiency of enterprise systems support 
business processes and the workforce.

Good APM catalogs the workings of every single 
component, resource, system and process in the 
organization. To conduct APM without being 
overwhelmed by so many moving parts, it helps to think 
in terms of three high-level dimensions, summarized in 
the box below.

True digital transformation requires upgrading APM from an asset-oriented approach 
to a system that connects engineering, operations and performance. That’s APM 4.0.

Business context: What targets do you have? 
Do you have a healthy balance between 
your financial conditions and performance 
parameters? What market challenges are you 
facing? What sustainability & environmental 
factors should you consider? How are supply 
chain dynamics influencing your facility?

Physical asset condition: What is the physical 
condition of assets, including their layout, 
automation architecture and workflows?

Organizational capabilities: What is the 
condition and maturity of your organization, 
processes and IT/OT systems? How do they 
interact? How are you organized compared 
to your peers?

Business
context

Physical asset
condition

Organizational 
capabilities
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Understanding business context
Understanding your business context properly requires 
evaluating your assets and facility on approximately 
10 cross-industry benchmarks. For example, the 
total maintenance costs/asset replacement value 
KPI determines the amount of money you need to 
keep your asset base in shape. But, to determine the 
cost of maintaining any given asset and the value of 
replacing it outright, you need to clearly understand 
multiple properties of both that asset and your facility. 
For example: the impact of your facility’s surrounding 
geography, demographics and environmental 
conditions; the size, complexity and age of the facility; 
the asset’s place in the supply chain; and the health of 
the market that manufactures and services the asset.

AVEVA’s APM 4.0 framework (connecting engineering, 
operations, and performance) puts all of these complex 
factors into their correct context to determine how each 
will contribute to a successful digitalization. As a result, 
it allows you to predict failures ahead of time so you 
can determine whether it’s more cost beneficial to run 
maintenance proactively or wait for failures before you 
run repairs.

 

The APM 4.0 framework also balances four key value 
drivers to pick the APM strategy with the best monetary 
value, as shown in the chart below: asset performance, 
safety and compliance, cost control, and resource 
management. A business must re-tune how it balances 
these four drivers over time, depending on how the 
operations lifecycle affects the asset lifecycle and how 
the business responds to the operations lifecycle.

For instance this scenario is represented below:

 y When market demand increases, the overall APM 
strategy needs to be focused on asset performance.

 y When economic conditions enforce operational cost 
reduction, this focus might need to shift to a more 
cost-driven strategy.

Safety and
compliance

Asset
performance

Resource
management

Cost
control

Business context
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These 4 value drivers work as a business compass and 
help you keep sight of your true north as they shift in 
response to the operational lifecycle.

Several factors determine how much agility you need 
to re-tune your APM strategy: the overall condition and 
regulatory compliance of your assets, their alignment 
with APM systems and your asset management 
organizational capabilities. In turn, those considerations 
depend on the lifecycle phase your assets are in.

Aside from helping you achieve the best ROI from 
APM, understanding this set of value drivers helps 
achieve the environmental and sustainability goals 
that have become key for a healthy business. From 
tighter regulations to an increased public outcry for 
corporate and industrial responsibility, businesses now 
have multiple incentives to maintain an accurate and 
up-to-date view of their assets at the highest level. 
Clear understanding of assets allows companies to 
make sustainable decisions about material selection, 
dematerialization, energy consumption, proper end- 
of-life disposal and so on. The value drivers defined 
here help you define, balance and prioritize these vital 
sustainability efforts.

Understanding asset condition holistically
When defining an asset’s condition, it is easy to get 
lost in equipment details instead of evaluating how 
the nature and condition of each asset affects the 
overall performance of the others. Businesses need to 
know how factors like age, layout, overall health and 
current operating windows affect what counts as good 
condition for any given asset. The overall condition 
of assets also determines what is feasible in terms of 
predictable operations and delivery.

Understanding organizational capabilities
After taking the business context and overall asset 
condition into account, the last step is to understand 
your organization’s general capabilities and current 
maturity. An organization’s capability factors in all work 
processes, supporting systems and data quality within 
a specific work culture. A company’s effectiveness with 
APM is strongly related to the interrelation of all these 
elements and the way they shape the organization. 
After all, the best laid plans are only as effective as 
those responsible for putting them into action.

Shared insights into the current status of the business, asset condition, 
and organizational capability ensure your success.
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Conclusion
 
Industry 4.0 comes with the promise of incredible 
new efficiencies for production and performance. But 
many organizations find it daunting to actually pursue 
those efficiencies – especially if an unsuccessful push 
to embrace Industry 4.0 could result in wasted money, 
time and resources.

An effective APM 4.0 strategy connects engineering, 
operations and maintenance. It lays the foundation 
for successful, streamlined digital transformation by 
establishing an easy-to-understand framework including 
best practices, integrated system solutions and single-
truth data models. It provides an actionable, evidence- 
based roadmap that prioritizes improvement in tasks 
and investments while aligning with business objectives.

AVEVA helps industrial businesses optimize the 
engineering, operation and performance of critical 
assets. Its APM roadmap gives clients the insight and 
perspective they need to identify top priorities and 
optimize operations, often in a matter of weeks. 

Strong APM strategies increase 
efficiency, decrease downtime 
and drive actionable insights.Watch the video

Create a three 
dimensional plan

1

Establish APM 
framework including 

Process, People, 
Systems, Data 

and Culture

2

Review current 
state and set 

industry benchmarks 
to create goals

3

Create a customized 
plan that prioritizes 

business goals

4

Align plan to digital 
transformation 

business case (ROI)

5
Align asset strategy 

by balancing 
cost, risk, and 
performance

6

Translate into
actionable tasks

7

Add task insights 
to an asset data 

model and continue 
to refine your plan

8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-GiJzjNOKc
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AVEVA™ APM Assessment
AVEVA’s APM consultants help organizations clearly 
identify their potential to improve. Depending upon the 
scale of the project, our consultants typically take one 
to two weeks on site to assess the current state of the 
plant and the customer’s ambitions. During this period, 
AVEVA consultants train facility staff to use the APM 
reference framework detailed above, and give them:

 y A compelling report with full insight into the 
plant’s current status versus its ambitions, across 
engineering, operations, performance and all  
related departments

 y Recommendations and best practices for achieving 
goals and expectations

 y A visual representation of the overall condition of  
the plant

 y A three-year roadmap toward achieving both quick 
wins and long-term business goals that includes 
digital transformation

 
Customers who execute AVEVA APM Assessment 
realize significant cost savings while optimizing 
performance for the future. 

AVEVA™ Asset Strategy Optimization
AVEVA Asset Strategy Optimization uses smart APM 
technology to simulate and analyze the effects of 
different asset management strategies, providing clear 
insight into their effects on asset availability, health, 
safety and environment (HSE) compliance, productivity 
and profitability. So, no matter what business context is 
shaping your current needs, this software will help you 
find an asset strategy that meets your unique goals.

AVEVA Asset Strategy Optimization doesn’t just catalog 
the condition of your assets: it also includes the Asset 
Strategy Library. The library contains over 20 years 
and 22,000 working hours of reliability knowledge, 
which help to solve data integrity issues and speed up 
deployments of asset strategies up to 90%. 

Finally, the new web-based interface helps you get the 
most out of your organization. The web-based interface 
allows asset experts and engineers to collaborate 
simultaneously over the web with reliability engineers 
– cutting the time for reliability-centered maintenance 
(RCM) studies in half. And, non-experts can participate 
with an intuitive interface that walks them through 
what has been done and what needs to happen.

With this software, companies can manage their  
assets in a way that responds deftly to changing 
market conditions.

AVEVA Asset Strategy Optimization
Balance risk, cost and performance

Watch the video Request a demo Learn more

https://www.aveva.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnG6Jbn55SM
https://engage.aveva.com/increase-asset-reliability-demo-lp.html
https://www.aveva.com/en/products/asset-strategy-optimization/

